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Abstract 

 

A network in general is seen as a collection of nodes that are connected in various forms 

to transmit data based on the design of the system. This network may be either wired or wireless 

in nature, a wired network has a definite structure that is composed of a limited number of nodes, 

a wireless network on the other hand does not possess a definite structure but it has a huge range 

of coverage, an ad hoc wireless network is one of its form which is a collection of wireless nodes 

that can dynamically self-organize the nodes into an arbitrary and temporary topology to form a 

network without necessarily using any pre-existing infrastructure. This network performs data 

transmission without depending on a stable structure. The existence of new wireless technologies 

enables easy deployment of commercial applications for ad hoc networks. The design of an ad 

hoc network has to take into consideration the various problems pertaining to the functioning of 

a network. Problems related to noise factors, ranges of an implementation and security related 

issues should be of prime concern. For any network to perfectly fulfill the criteria’s of an 

efficient transmission process must always ensure that no breaches are found in the following 

two pillars that make up the entire network, namely, security and privacy. The above two factors 

withhold good qualities as far as an ad hoc network is concerned in terms attaining their goals. In 

this paper, we survey emerging and established wireless ad-hoc technologies and we highlight 

their security/privacy features and deficiencies. We also identify open research issues and 

technology challenges for each surveyed technology. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Physical devices called as nodes essentially make up a network, transfer of information 

between these nodes take place via a transmission medium that may be either wired or wireless. 

Exchange of information between these nodes is called as data transfer [1]. Data may not be 

transferred as such between these nodes; it is usually converted into signals of suitable forms that 

are preferably the replications of the original data. Signal conversion is considered as an essential 

task in data transfer as transmission of signals via any medium seems to be easier and quicker, 

also devices present on the transmission path accept data only in certain forms that match their 

processing capabilities. Wired network usually has limitations in terms of deployment as huge 

volume of material is required for the construction of a network in a vast space. We can 

overcome this limitation efficiently by means of deploying a wireless network, as it can be easily 

implemented in any hostile environment and can be used for connecting plenty of nodes 

irrespective of its location. The material consumption in terms of cables is considerably reduced. 

Infrastructure less network is the other name given to this wireless network, as the nodes in this 

network do not depend on any existing structure. Such a network that is independent of 

infrastructures can be preferably called as the wireless ad-hoc networks [10]. In this type of 

network a source node may transfer information to its destination by means of adopting the 

hoping techniques, based on the location of the destination node a source node may incorporate 

the single hop or the multi hop strategies to reach the same and deliver the information. Ad-hoc 

networks help in identifying various vulnerabilities prevalent in a network. The vulnerabilities as 

such can be related to one of the following issues [11]: 

 

Susceptibility of the messages travelling via the channel: The possibilities of getting access to 

the messages on the channel is predominantly high when the network lacks appropriate 

authentication measures, this weakness may help any intruder to alter the contents of the original 

message that he/she has acquired and can transmit this fake message via the same channel 

without even accessing any of the physical components present in the network.  

 

Susceptibility of the nodes present in a network: When a network lacks proper protection 

mechanisms, its nodes become more prone to any type of attacks by the outsiders or intruders, 

hence there arises the possibility of completely capturing the node and altering the same based 

on the needs of the concerned intruder. The intruder may completely steal the valuable and 

confidential information from the node or he/she may reprogram the node’s functionality based 

on their own instructions, the complete behavior of the node can be changed, the other possibility 

would be to either completely or partly damage the node and cease its functioning. This type of 

network concentrates more on the issue of secret keys and manages the network efficiently in a 

protected way thereby minimizing such vulnerabilities.  
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Absence of infrastructure: Ad-hoc networks do not rely on any fixed structures for its 

operation; it rather performs its tasks independently making it an infrastructure less network. 

This feature has certain drawbacks in implementing more secure algorithms for making the 

network a highly secured one, as the implementation of security features relies on the 

cooperation of all the authorities present in the network, privacy de facto standards depends on 

the distributed cooperation among the nodes present[2]. Nodes with faults or damages, or those 

which are selfish and more prone to attacks fall into the uncooperative nodes category. These 

malicious nodes would interfere with the normal function of the network and would prevent 

them from functioning efficiently thereby completely breaking down the entire network. This 

would prevent the network from gaining profits and would deliberately result in losses. Wireless 

networks on the other hand protect the network from such vulnerabilities as the nodes contained 

in it are dynamic in nature and possess capabilities to change according to the needs of the 

network; also the topology of the network is a flexible one that can be restructured as and when 

changes are required. Sophisticated routing protocols are to be implemented in this type of 

network to ensure proper data transmission, few problems may arise due to some minor flaws in 

the routing protocol and this can be eliminated by incorporating efficient strategies. 

 

2.  Security features to be incorporated in wireless ad-hoc networks 

 

The following are few of the security features that all wireless ad-hoc networks typically 

have to fulfill [3]. 

 

Availability: The services rendered by a wireless network must be available throughout the data 

transmission session, any interruption or break in the service availability would ruin the entire 

process, even in terms of malfunctioning of certain devices in the network there should be a 

steady flow of service so that the data transmission between the other nodes would take place 

without any breaks. Resource depletion attacks are considered crucial and its prevention must be 

taken care of.  

 

Integrity: Originality of the information transmitted from the source to the destination node is 

the ultimate aim of a successful data transmission process. The alteration of such information or 

damage on them must be identified and prevented by incorporating suitable authentication 

mechanisms.  

 

Confidentiality: Authenticity plays a major role in any network that handles a massive amount 

of data. The confidentiality of the message must be maintained in such a way that only the 

authenticated or authorized persons can view or access the same. Data authentication must 

prevent the unauthorized access of data by any third party members. The end to end protection is 

also required in certain cases where even the communication between them could be hidden so 

that the data is secured in a much better way[4]. It is at this point that we rely on the use of 
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cryptographic measures in order to encrypt the data that is meant for transmission. Various tools 

and algorithms can be incorporated for the encryption process, each with a unique character. In 

certain networks there are possibilities for a node to a deleted at an instant or inserted at a instant, 

as this takes place only at the middle of the process it becomes difficult to maintain the 

authenticity throughout, hence mechanisms must be implemented in such a way that encryption 

can be performed at any levels in a process, this methodology is called as the fall forward or fall 

back secrecy, this has to be taken care of efficiently.  

 

Privacy: This feature is as essential as the other features because there is a clear difference 

between the terms privacy and confidentiality, where confidentiality means completely 

protecting or sealing the data from any third party intruders except for the actual source and 

destination entities, whereas privacy refers to the availability of the information not only to the 

source and destination nodes but also to the entire network entities involved. In this process the 

consideration would on protecting the data access by any foreign node outside the network. 

 

Authorization: This feature talks about the permission granted to nodes in terms of accessing 

the data, not any node present in the network can access the data on the network; only the 

authorized users with proper permission can gain the accessing capabilities and can enjoy the 

services available in the network and also only these nodes can modify the features of a network 

or bring in new nodes into the network.  

 

Authentication: This feature urges the need for identity. Nodes present in the network must 

carry an identification symbol so that any impersonation of the nodes can be identified and also 

prevented. This ensures that the data thus transmitted has come only from the desired source 

node and that no impersonation exists, also the data received by the recipient must acknowledge 

its identity to the source[5]. If this feature is under control data corruption or node corruption can 

be completely prevented and the network can be seen as a secured one. This security feature thus 

prevents the data from being forged.  

 

Non-repudiation: The node that has transmitted the message must record its identity, which 

means the sender at any stage cannot deny its transmission. A node cannot mislead the other 

nodes in a way of duplicating its transmission. This process clears assigns an identity to a node 

and tracks its activity, this is done to confirm the senders and receivers at all stages.  

 

3. Problems associated with wireless ad-hoc networks  

 

Attacks on a wireless network may be due to various reasons; firstly it depends on the 

nature of the attacker and the purpose of the attack based on his behavior towards a particular 

activity and also depends on his/her status[6]. 
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Status: This gives information regarding the location of the attacker; his attack may be either 

from within the network or outside the network. When the attacker is attacking the network from 

outside it clears indicates that the person is a third party member who has been denied complete 

access of the network elements. Inside attacks refers to the impersonation concepts, where the 

attacker would pretend himself to be one of the authorized nodes by behaving in a malicious 

way.  

 

Behavior: It indicates the manner in which attacks can be done on a network by an attacker; 

there are two types of behavioral attacks. The first type of attack is referred to as the passive 

attack, where the attacker would comfortably stay outside the network and would keenly monitor 

the communications happening within the network. Any behavioral changes inside the network 

would be analyzed and noted without interfering with the network activities. This is called as the 

silent type of attack where no interference would be made by the attacker and his observation 

remains unnoticeably by the network elements. The second type of attack is called as the active 

attack where the attacker would actively interfere with the network activities and would modify 

the normal functioning of the network. 

  

Purpose: Purpose of an attack on a network is to be identified in order to come out with suitable 

solutions. The attack may be done to disrupt the integrity of the network in terms of its services, 

this may include the denial of service attack and attacks done physically on the network. Attacks 

may be done to gain access to the secured data; it may be focused on breaking the confidentiality 

of the transmission process. The aim of these attacks simply corresponds to the data that is 

exchanged in a network.  

 

Privacy protection: This is the ultimate aim of any successful data transmitting networks, 

protecting data breach or illegal access of data by any unauthorized person should be prevented. 

Effective authentication mechanisms must be incorporated in order to make data transmission 

more secure[7]. Attacks against data integrity must also be monitored and thus prevented. More 

protection must be given to malicious nodes that are easily prone to attacks; modification of the 

contents of data or replication of data must be monitored and thus prevented by implementing 

suitable authentication mechanisms.  

 

4 Attacks against Wireless sensor networks 

 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of sensor-equipped nodes that would sense the 

external environment and transmit the collected data to the trusted gateway nodes that are called 

as sinks. The sensor equipped nodes are also called as motes[8]. The gateway nodes are 

important in terms of playing a coordinated role in a network, the impact of their presence in the 

network and their frequency related ranges are mostly variable depending on the needs of the 

network. Since their features are variable they can be used for self organizing purposes in a 
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distributed way. When compared with the ad-hoc networks the Wireless sensor networks are 

usually deployed in a wide environment[9]. The sensor equipped nodes are mostly prone to 

failures because of their limitations in terms of their computational power, memory, energy and 

its supply on the whole. Motes are usually seen as disposable devices as recharging is considered 

hardly feasible in them. As these devices are disposable, replacement and management 

operations are quite complex in nature hence the objective here would be to increase the life time 

and productivity of the devices. The requirement of the ad hoc networks is to remain more 

energy efficient and scalable which can tackle all the security related issues. There are numerous 

applications where WSNs are used effectively, to name a few it ranges from home automation to 

border security challenges.  Immense care has to taken in areas which require protection of their 

data, here data breach and illegal access of data can ruin the entire system. WSN in these areas 

has to be incorporated in such a way that its encryption and authentication mechanisms stand as 

strong as possible. Automated medical system and border security systems rely on such secure 

WSNs. The above mentioned fields handle critical data hence illegal access of the same is 

completely restricted[11]. The security measures to be implemented within the WSN must range 

from the physical layer to the application layer. Protection mechanisms incorporated at each 

range ensures complete confidentiality of the data throughout its journey from the source end to 

the destination end. Limitations in the number of resources is seen as the major drawback in 

WSN, as a result of which certain standard techniques, such as tamper-proof hardware, secure 

routing, public key cryptography etc. do not work well with WSN.  

 

4.1 Attacks against service integrity and network availability 

 

Network availability is the first and foremost factor to be verified by a node before it begins its 

transmission[12]. A node senses the transmission path to identify whether it is busy or idle; if it 

is busy the node would essentially understand that another transmission process is in progress 

and would wait for the same to be completed.  If on the other hand the transmission path is idle 

then the node would begin its transmission. This feature can be altered by an attacker according 

to his requirements in order to confuse a node and collapse the entire transmission process.  

Hence protection against this attack must be ensured. Service integrity talks about the identity of 

the sender and the receiver. Proper identifications given to nodes would prevent the problem of 

impersonation. The above mentioned factors fall into the category of Denial of service (Dos). 

Therefore the encryption mechanisms thus implemented must ensure perfect protection against 

the Dos attacks. 

 

4.2 Attacks against confidentiality and privacy 

 

 Confidentiality and privacy are the two most important factors of prime concern in any 

WSN. Data confidentiality plays an important role in military and medical applications as in both 

the cases sensitive data is stored and transmitted. Any breach or unauthorized access of data in 
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both the cases would lead to enormous amount of damages on the system. Data confidentiality 

can be enforced into the system by regulating the access control policies in order to prevent 

illegal access of the data by any unauthorized parties[13]. Privacy urges the need for regulating 

the access of data within a network, only the authorized users in a network must be permitted to 

access the data; this can be enforced by issuing appropriate identities to the users of a network, 

thereby preventing illegal access by those without proper identity.   

4.3 Attacks against data integrity 

 Data integrity defines the structure of information; any breach in its structure would 

completely alter the contents and meaning of the information. It is also possible to trace a 

segment of the information; therefore the prime focus here should be on data survivability rather 

than on data integrity. Proper data authentication mechanisms must be devised to completely 

secure each and every segment of the data[14]. This mechanism must cover or encrypt each and 

every letter of the content. If proper mechanisms are not devised then illegal access of data either 

partially or completely would become extremely easy. 

5 Conclusion 

 In this paper we had discussed about the various security threats in a Wireless sensor 

network. The attacks mentioned in this paper have been classified based on their targets. 

Different types of services provided by the WSNs have been discussed. Various mechanisms to 

ensure protection against data breaches have also been discussed. A completely secure WSN 

must incorporate certain defensive mechanisms against the problems associated with network 

availability, service integrity, data confidentiality, privacy and data integrity. Each and every 

layer associated with a network must be equipped with these defensive mechanisms, starting 

from the physical to the application layer. Thus the discussions made in this paper would enable 

us to devise clear ideas towards efficient network formations.  
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